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"But poems are like dreams; in them you
put what you don't know you know."
Adrienne Rich
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Brendan R. Hurst
Two Poems
Friend and Troubled
The Dolomites, 1935.
It seemed much better that she did not talk.
She would spend all day watching the errant boats,
Splayed and colorful on the rain-lashed lake,
Beating against the slowly swaying waves.
Then the currents would knot themselves around a boat,
And work it out, aimlessly free.
Sometimes she would mutter to herself,
Because the nurse said her breath steamed the panes,
And she would draw little pictures on them
And proudly and timidly show them to me.
No one came to see her in recent days,
But that was because the roads were stricken with floods,
And that season were all but missing.
Now the sun came out in blinding whiteness,
But it was still cold, and she felt very much alone.
The boats were stalled, motionless.
The nurse would gather her scattered toys
And sometimes lock the door when she laughed loud
And long to herself when people were around,
But she was really very docile now, and slept like a child.
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Legacy of Schoolcraft County
They brought their metals and the intrepid
And spleened a way through clotted forests,
Bearing the Saint Paul railroad on their backs,
Til the Lake strode once again before them.
The stretches of trees carried men of wealth
High on the tide of promise and safety,
Impelling them to assert and declare:
"Si Quaeris Peninsulam Amoenam Circumspice."*
The trains were mechanized talismen —
The boys would watch locomotives rush in,
Emitting an orchestral litany;
A high-pitched whistle straining purely,
Welcome even as the subtle dusk congealed,
As winds blew ceaselessly across your lands.
*("If you seek a pleasant peninsula, look around you.")
The companies pushed farther back in
The timbers, pulling out more figs from the
Jar than seemed humanly possible.
In Manistique, main offices sprouted
One on top another, and men with smooth
Faces and clean linen smiled as they did
Not ever need to subtract a single thing.
The letters left for Detroit with rosy
Accounts, which were read with creeping envy
By those who clung to their shallow houses
In the sprawling yet claustrophobic city.
The men slept later than in the near past,
The years carried by like wind-borne petals,
And the wind blew through your sparkling cities.
Then, a winter of continued tenure,
And the ascent stalled and wallowed;
The lower counties sent no ships at all,
Cut to the knees by massive sheets of ice.
They looked to Gaylord and Kalkaska,
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For what was wood was wood but peril was
Another thing. The arteries were cut
And the lines were drawn, and gradually
The timber seemed to grow back into
The ground, as if pulled down by the roots.
The stunted communities withered
Away silently, and no whistle a
Cry or even a murmur to the widening sky,
While the wind blew down your deserted streets.
The lighthouse was shrouded in idleness;
Even the Coast Guard withdrew in retreat,
Taking the young men that once watched the
Locomotives steam in on shining rails.
The last few who stayed, they did not ask
"For whom the bell tolled," for it rang
Louder in their ears by each passing day,
And soon it was rife in the school houses
And the copses, the narrow inlets and
The wharves, the dunes and the dying
Fields that ran to the river and shore.
It pushed the people out, and the middleAged men with ties were found hanging or
Not at all, as the wind blew in the windows
That looked down on your empty streets.
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Jenny Neiderhouser

Greta Ode
the kiss
T believe it was April or May. The sun through the closed window was
A warm on my back and shadows of leaves dappled the white fringed rug.
The room was accented with the faintest peach; it seemed clean, and almost
antique.
I was with Zinaida, a close acquaintance. Under what pretenses I was at
her apartment I do not remember, but the afternoon had degenerated into
sipping liqueured coffee until one of us had the proper reason to excuse
herself.
"Nigel is coming, I suppose." She said this non-committally. "He'll want to
have dinner opt."
She made no move, but I shifted politely to show I was willing to leave.
Actually, it was quite pleasant in her little white room. I remember the un
matched, flowered china on a wicker tray; I remember feeling like a cat.
"Oh, please. Don't go. I mean, you can if you'd like," she blushed at her
initial urgency, "but he won't be here for a while, and 111 be damned if I'm
going to get dressed for dinner again."
She wore jeans and a white T-shirt. The latter had cost her more than a
few dollars. It was large and thick, almost creamy, and the finished neckline
lay bare her collarbone and a gold herringbone chain. Her skin, natually
quite dark, had the burnish of an early tan; her eyes were almost black, and
large, set wide, and almond shaped. Her hair, too, was black, and pulled
back at the nape of her neck in a gold clasp. She was a striking woman.
It's difficult to say what we talked about — probably the kind of coffee, the
flavor of liqueur, the Times book section, gossip from the clubs. The after
noon passed, the coffee sat in the bottoms of the cups and began to separate,
and eventually Nigel knocked three times on the door and walked in, nod
ding to me and saying "You should really lock the door in the daytime, too,
sweetheart."
I did not know Nigel T. Wilkes (a gorgeous name for a young
academic —if this is what he was), though I saw him about the clubs with
certain friends-of-friends, and he saw me equally as much. I had seen him,
more than once, with a spoon to his nose. Upon reflection, I believe he
affected this condescension for appearance. He was cast in my mind in a
rather Romantic light.
I suppose we had met, or at least I assumed we had, and when Zinaida
introduced us we both smiled and said "Of course." He was rumored to be
5
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brilliant not surprising considering his rakish looks, impeccable wardrobe,
and tendency for indulgence. On another man, his skin would have been
sallow; on him, framed by such dark hair, one might say he looked Euro
pean.
His family, I had been told, was from just outside of Memphis. His voice
was smooth and lilting; when he spoke, the air was scented with warm
mint. With that voice he urged me to sit a had stood for the introduction).
He took my elbow in the palm of his hand, and directed me to a low com
fortable chair. He seated himself on the couch next to me at an angle, and
Zinaida disappeared into the kitchen.
She returned with a basket of fruit, which surprised me, and offered the
basket first to me and then him. He took a plum, which looked delicious,
but which (we were soon informed) "wasn't the best." She sat next to him
on the low sofa and listened as he talked of Taylor, an old friend he'd run
into at the Station, who, to Nigel's disdainful horror, had gained weight si nee
they'd last met some years ago.
"Please, Nigel," Zinaida interrupted. "Our guest doesn't know Taylor." In
the ensuing pause, it occurred to me that she couldn't know him either.
"Have you thought about dinner?" he asked. There was some hidden
significance in this question. Her back bristled, and her almond-shaped eyes
squinted almost imperceptibly.
"Whatever you want." She crossed her arms and lifted the short sleeves of
her shirt above her dark shoulders in a bored, feline stretch.
I excused myself to go to the restroom and to think of a reason for not ac
companying them to dinner should they ask. I regretted not having left
immediately; I could still feel his palm on my bare elbow.
In the hallway as I returned, I heard them arguing. "I will not change
clothes again. It's Thursday, and it's early."
"I'd like to remind you exactly who bought you those clothes."
"Oh, really."
"And who bought you that necklace."
"And then I can remind you why you felt you needed to."
"You have a guest," he hissed.
I took the opportunity to enter the room again, afraid the lull would p ass
and I would be caught in the awkward necessity of interrupting an argument only to leave. They turned to me and smiled in tandem.
The room had grown dim in my absence.
Honey, turn on the light, please." She rose and walked to the lamp. As it
flickered on I realized that the shade was ripped along the edge. The paint
in the afternoon sun impeccable, was flaking and yellowed in the corners of
thC CeiUng' They b°th looked at me and smiled their heads
.e
tilted slightly toward one another. They made a striking couple, at that. "Sit
down, sit down, please."
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I don t know why I sat. I wish I hadn't. I consider it one of my poorest
decisions.
He continued his litany, relating the story of their ensuing lunch. Zinaida
went to the kitchen for, I believe, grapes and cheese. At least this is what she
returned with. In the interim, he had turned to me and smiled, with barely a
hesitation in his speech. His eyes flickered in and out of contact with mine,
though I tried to avoid his gaze, and he moved closer to the arm of the
couch he sat on. Our knees almost touched; his hands, ample in size (I
remember his sinuous veins), stretched emphatically towards me as he spoke. I
do not remember his exact words, as I don't believe I heard them-only the
rhythm of his voice and an occasional lilt upwards in tone, to which I smiled
in agreement. I will not say it would have been unpleasant, under different
circumstances.
The plate of cheese knocked against the glass of the coffee table.
Really, Nigel, must you?" She said this, apparently, of his disparagement
of Taylor. In retrospect I believe it had to do with the proximity of our
knees. It was his turn to straighten his back. She sat closer to him this time,
and rested her forearm across his lap as she spoke to me.
I heard from Mama today." Her eyes had narrowed once again, and
though the words were addressed to me, her gaze was upon him. He was
sufficiently distracted, and turned to meet her look.
"Ah, Mama. I remember now where you get it from," he said, and turned
to wink at me. I do not know at what point I became his compatriot.
"Get what."
"Nothing."
"I said, where do I get what."
I found myself far removed from the scene. Uncrossing my legs, I sat back
in the chair.
Sweetheart, please. Where would you like to go to dinner?"
"I don't."
Dont be difficult." He turned to me with a sardonic leer. "Where would
you like
go? Something casual, for our 'Naida here." He patted my knee
too affectionately.
You re amazing." (He raised his eyebrows, and plucked a grape from its
stem.) "Do you think I'm your pimp?"
He turned quickly and slapped her with his open left hand. He must have
had a jagged fingernail; a small drop of blood appeared below her right eye.
She started up, holding the plate of cheese.
She did not leave the room, however. She stood clutching the plate, and
he rose to meet her. "I will not have this, Nigel." She put the plate down.
"Sweetheart." He raised his left hand, and she flinched. He held it still a
moment, cupped, as though reaching into a bird's cage, and then raised it
higher toward her face. He touched the spot of blood on her cheekbone
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while reaching with the other hand into the pocket of his sports coat. He
removed a handkerchief, which he wet upon his tongue; with this he gently
daubed her cheek, then wiped a tear from the corner of her eye. "My little
brown baby," he whispered. His lips brushed the wisp of curl on her
forehead. He placed the handkerchief back in his pocket, and cupped her
cheek in his large palm. She acquiesced.
"Is it okay now?"
She nodded yes, and took his hand from her cheek into both her own,
and kissed the top of each finger lingeringly.
When she reached his little finger, upon which was a gold ring with a
striking jade, she placed the finger in her mouth. Only when I heard him
scream did I realize she was biting it.
I don't know how long he beat her collarbone with his right fist, but she
would not relinquish the finger. The howling stopped.
He writhed, turning to me in horror, sinking a little at the knees. His eyes
were a shocking blue.
The silence was broken by a snap, whether of bone or teeth I do not
know, and he fell backwards towards the door. When he caught his balance
he lunged forward and she ducked, but he grabbed her under the arm with
his right hand. She closed her eyes and leaned her head back as he raised his
left hand. He wiped a streak of blood down her cheek and dropped her.
I was watching her as he backed towards the door, and I heard it open
"Bitch," he said. "You bitch."
She pushed herself to her feet and moved toward the door. It slammed,
and he was gone. She spat after him, leaving a splotch and streak of blood
on the white paint.
I rose. Zinaida? She quickly picked up the plate of cheese and grapes and
turned into the kitchen. I heard the water running, heard her spit. "Zinaida?"
She returned, and smiled. She slipped something gold into her front
pocket. Im not sure who'll pay the rent now."
We sat in silence for a while, then cleared the coffee cups and wicker tray
onto the kitchen counter. I offered to stay and do dishes, but she said
"Please, no, I'll do them in the morning," for which I was eternally grateful.
She asked me to please excuse her, she thought she might make a phone
call. In the dingy hallway outside I waited until I heard her snap the dead
bolt. With that snap, time-which had, at some point, become suspended
-recommenced, steady as ever.
Our acquaintanceship was not strong enough to bear this bit of intim acy,
and when I saw Zinaida next it was from across a crowded room. We waved
and smiled. At two subsequent meetings we just nodded.
I saw Nigel Wilkes once from a distance and could not help but stare at
the bandaged hand. I left town some weeks later for unrelated reasons, and
have not returned, as it holds unpleasant memories.
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Susan Gross
The 26 Days of August
I washed the night from me
while you were still asleep.
Smoke, music, and kisses
slid off my body
and clogged the drain.
Water beat my tormented dreams
into numbness
as I tried to gather myself in my arms.
One perfect drop of you
swirled in the light.
Sitting on the edge of your bed,
you sighed and rubbed your eyes.
I said nothing of the beauty I saw
because I was in awe
of your responsiveness.
You kissed me and covered me with oils
while I played colors for you
and tried to reach
inside of you.
Your warmth helped me
understand myself.
But momentary explosions
of intensity
aren't strong enough
to stop February
from seeping through the crack in the window.
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Peter A. Nolin
Untitled
i
wonder
who
I
danced
with
last
night
and
when
she'll
come
get
her
rings?
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D. Scott McMillin
The Magician
The castle lies a half mile from the muddy, peat infested shore of the dark lake,
and the ancient burns which slide down from mountain springs of fresh coolness.
The lake is not bottomless as some say, but shallow with a mud that has claimed
many a small creature venturing too far from shore. And the fish are man-eaters,
if one believes the stories. Sickly trees surround the lake like a wall. Decaying, their
gnarled shapes are like dancing figures frozen in a ritual, limbs bare and bent. The
forest pervades a hollow sense of desolation.
As darkness filters through the forest the creatures come with hootings and
screechings. No sane person travels after dark for some say the trees themselves come
alive and grab creatures, their limbs moving when scarcely a breeze would flicker a
torch flame.
The ancient stone castle droops on its rock island, sagging with the weight of
years. The only passage across is by boat of which there is one, and it lies safely on
the isle. The castle's keeper may be glimpsed rowing ashore once a week to trample
his way into the nearest town to buy supplies for his masters. The old man is said to
be a mute and will not chat with travellers, but scurry onward through the briar
like a mangy hare intent about his business. He is called Tarbert, and his father's
father was a gnome. So they say.
Tarbert's visits into town remind its inhabitants of the castle's enduring presence.
Twenty five years the masters have lived behind the cold stone of the keep. Long ago,
it is said, they were magicians of great power. Simple farmers sometimes exagger
ate their stories. But then there is little else to do around the fire on a winter night.
\ TLADIMIR sat at his oak desk beneath a dirty window watching the gray
V rectangle of light which flooded down onto his desk move slowly with
the minutes, over the empty parchment, over the quill in the ink jar. How
long had it been? The days had escaped him. Days of sunlight and birds, of
childhood. Leagues away through the window and over the barren land
scape surrounding him rose the hills of his youth. He was trying to think of,
trying to imagine —his mother and father, his family and home. They were
lost somewhere. Somewhere past the forest and the lake, somewhere in his
mind. There lay a barrier, a thick cloud around his memory, and some nights
it would surround the castle, and he would feel as if he were trapped in the
last place in the world, on the edge of all that existed. When he had the
power he had felt that way before, but he had been in control of it. Yes,
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then he could have done anything-but that was when he had forgotten
He was old now; his youth had been a whirlwind of power.
And now, trying to write of his life, Vladimir was at a loss for words. He
cursed himself for not stopping, not pausing at some point in his life to say
Remember this.'
'
I was born in the bills on the banks of the Gluboki River in a small cottage.
Putting the quill down, Vladimir stood, sliding the chair backwards, and
went over to the large window by the fireplace. His room was at the very
top of the only tower in the castle, and he had full view of the lake and the
forest. The draught through the window chilled his sagging face and crooked
nose, while the fire warmed his hands and legs. The reflection in the mirror
was of a translucent old man with white hair that had lost its curl and big
blue eyes, eyes like a hawk, they used to say.
He watched as his breath slowly filled the pane with fog and disappeared.
Volodya, Sergei's bass voice crackled, 'we must find ourselves a new
cook.'
Vladimir had just emerged from behind a tapestry and walked into the
great hall to find Sergei finished with breakfast and reading some romantic

XdimfrT'ugT a'WayS eat'nS and/°r
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'Seryozha ' Vladimir replied, sitting down across from Sergei, 'every morn
ing I come down my stairs to find you have placed a tapestry over the doorway to my tower.'
There is a draught from your room, and the warm air in here escapes up
to your tower.
"
'
'I am well aware of that. I wait every morning for Tarbert to start the fire
here
'You sleep too late.'
... so my room will be warm when I riie.'
'You do have a fire in your tower, Volodya.'
'Yes, but by sunrise there are but embers.'
'You always have been lazy.'
I, hl"^ V\0" T
^ 'ealOUS °f my t0Wer' Sery°*ha,' Vladimir said,
d dways been true. After acquiring the castle, when they had rolled
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From behind
somewhere Tarbert dragged himself to Vladimir placing
breakfast in front of him. The breakfast stared back.
Vladimir, nose wrinkled, looked
up at Sergei, who had been waiting for
his reaction with a smirk.
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'Seryozha, you mentioned something about a new cook?' Vladimir said,
stabbing at his meal, making certain it was dead.
'Pass the sauce, please.'
Breakfast continued pleasantly enough; the two old men said nothing to
each other; Sergei greeted every cat that entered the hall by name while
Vladimir listened with tired ears to the growing chorus of mewing at the
opposite end of the table. Sergei and his cats. Leaning to one side of his
throne-like chair, Vladimir began to drift, thinking of spring. Spring will bring my memory, he thought. Now, all I can see is interminable years of boredom
with this man who was once my greatest friend. My memory is filled with dusty
cobwebs and cats, chess games and fishing. The forest and the castle surround me
and keep me from my past. Who am I? Who was I? What was there in my life
worth remembering? Anything? Anything . . .
Vladimir watched as the cats followed Tarbert, laden with dirty dishes,
toward the kitchens. His question echoed throughout the hall:
'Who am I, Seryozha? I do not know anymore.'
Sergei stood and paced towards the fire; Vladimir watched his movements—hand to chin, behind back, fiddling with pipe —until he spoke.
'You are a volshebnik. A magician.'
'Am I still?'
Yes, and you were once the second greatest volshebnik in this world.'
'You being the first, of course.'
'Of course,' Sergei smiled. 'We were the best, Volodya.'
Vladimir: 'We were?'
Sergei's eyes flickered. 'Yes,' he sighed, yes, we were. You don't remember?'
Oh, I remember things in a haze like dragon's breath. Images. Nameless
faces with eyes, some beautiful, some hollow like mine. Sometimes I can
feel the magic again, and it frightens me . . .'
Sergei shook his head. He could see the pain in his friend's face and the
crooked smile pulled at a cord in his neck.
. . . But Seryozha, I cannot remember my childhood, my home.'
Yes, yes,' Sergei nodded at the jigging flames.
'You know?'
Volodya, I tell you, I can see the faces of all the women I have ever loved,
but I cannot remember their names.
Vladimir chuckled. This, my friend, does not surprise me!'
Sergei smiled smugly. Far from an insult, Vladimir's comment acknowledged
what Sergei had known since he was a lad: that he was, indeed, the greatest
lover in the world. Let him dream, Vladimir thought.
But as quickly as it had come, Sergei's smile vanished. 'Childhood for me
does not exist, Volodya. I have lost it somewhere—in my dusty tomes of
magic, in my romantic novels, in these empty halls—'
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Vladimir had raised his hand. They listened.
A violin sang slowly from somewhere. Haunting.
'She is playing again,' Sergei said.
Always so sad—the music—especially during winter.'
'Yes.' Then to Vladimir: 'Fishing?'
'No, not today, Seryozha. Isn't it too cold to fish?'
'It's never too cold to fish.' Sergei patted Vladimir's shoulder and shuffled
out of the hall. The melody echoed throughout the ancient stone corridors
and halls, and Vladimir followed it to its source.
Climbing along the patterned arches of the chamber to the nave: the
melody. Melancholic. Or maybe it was Vladimir's mood that made the violin
sound overtly depressing. In the center of the hall the fountain bubbled
water, and the entwined dragons rose along the spine of the room, tongues
and tails joining at ceiling and floor. Vladimir stood hidden behind a column
near the edge of the hall. He lingered in darkness while the center was lit
with a pale light. He knew this light changed with the music. Peaceful and
happy: soft blue. Violent, angry: red. And now it was yellow-almost
brown.
He strained his eyes and moved quietly from column to column, around
the circle of light-softly, his cloak dragging along the cold stone floor, until
he could see her.
Silver or amber hair: it changed with the music as the folds of her ivory
satin gown moved like swan's wings, and her arms and head blurred with
the flutter of an ebony violin.
They did not know whether she was a ghost or a vision. She had been
there since the first day: the 'violin enchantress' Sergei had whispered,
entranced. She played arbitrarily and could not be approached or she would
fade, and the light dim.
Now Vladimir watched and listened, eyes glistening, letting the sound
engulf him and overtake his body before wandering off to take a nap.
Shivering, Vladimir felt the cold sheets of his bed and slowly opened his
eyes to the darkness. Some sound-what was it-a steady drip of water?
Damn hearing. He sat up in bed.
It sounded like a violin being plucked. Sharp, irritated. Something sounded
wrong. Vladimir slugged out of bed and onto the cold floor. Sliding into his
slippers he moved to the window by the fire and looked down into the
courtyard. By the light of the smiling moon he could see Tarbert swaying
drunkenly with a lantern he had difficulty holding up and a larg,er person
heavily cloaked against the night. Larger than Tarbert, yes, but that was saying little. In Tarbert waddled with the mysterious figure close behind.
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Turning away from the window Vladimir heard Sergei yell and the violin
stop. Good, Vladimir thought, Sergei is awake and can attend to our guest.
Pulling wood from the basket, Vladimir tossed a few pieces on the already
fading cinders, and sparks jumped out to scorch his feet. Poking and poking,
and finally content with his new fire he slipped back into bed, pulling
woolen blankets beneath his chin, and fell oblivious to the other end of the
night.
The one question that had bothered him since he had awakened to
another gray morning was: who would travel to the castle or through the
woods at night? (Who would want to even in the brightness of day? He
smiled to himself.) Descending the tower stairway, stepping carefully on the
outside of the stairs, Vladimir thought he would soon see for himself. But as
he came to the bottom of the stairs and stepped out into the great hall, he
found it vacant and with only one place set upon the long table. And the musty
tapestry Sergei usually placed over his portal was missing. Vladimir stood
until 1 arbert crashed the silence, raising havoc in the kitchens.
Tarbert scuffled out with Vladimir's brownish breakfast and placed it
before him.
Mmm, Vladimir said, contemplating the food and the current situation.'
Tarbert?'
Tes, my master and my lord,' Tarbert sniveled.
Oh, would you stop with that Tord" rubbish. I know Sergei enjoys it, but
I find it in poor taste. I,' Vladimir paused, 'came from no great family.'
'Yes, sire.'
Now, who is our visitor and what is his purpose, and,' Vladimir realized,
'how did he even get to the island?'
'It be a lady, sire.'
Vladimir crunched his well-done bacon: 'Really?' Interesting. Peculiar.
Aye. A might pretty one at that,' Tarbert snickered. 'I know not her
reasons, nor how she came here, neither.'
Odd. How many visitors have we received the last twenty years?'
Cant says I remember any, sire.'
'No . .
Tarbert leaned toward Vladimir.- 'Sire, if I may be so big to say
7
'Yes?'
Whispering: 'She's not fully of this earth.'
'What do you mean?'
'Magic and sorceries.'
Vladimir chuckled: 'Come now, old fellow, those days are passed.'
I knows this, sire. But I think to myself, how did she get to the isle? I
check the docks and the beach.' At this point Tarbert just slowly shook his
head.
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'No boat?'
Tarbert continued, pausing to cough up some phlegm, 'Nothing at all.'
Vladimir cut into his greasy eggs. 'Still that doesn't mean-'
Tarbert's voice became almost inaudible, and Vladimir leaned closer. One
word: evil. Tarbert looked as if he had read deadly runes off a cursed sarco

phagus.
Vladimir sat back to finish his breakfast, and Tarbert scuttled back to the
kitchens throwing hurried looks about him, as if he may have been heard by
more than the long table. Vladimir thought: if she is a magician, it is strange
for her to be so young. As for Tarbert's last word, which was meant to
sound like some dangerous warning, Vladimir thought that all magicians
were evil in some respect. They certainly were egomaniacs, and always had
to have their way. Amazing that Sergei and I survived each other, he
thought. But what about this strange woman? She was obviously being
entertained by Sergei at the moment-he must be loving it; a dream come
true. But was there any validity to Tarbert's superstitious ravings. It was
difficult to be certain.
Sitting back in his chair, Vladimir felt a sudden twinge of anticipation; or
was it nervousness? Spring butterflies danced in his stomach, and he was
suddenly filled with an excitement he hadn't felt in years. He loved and
feared it.
Alone. Thinking. Wondering what to do; a younger mind had clicked
open like a treasure chest.
Cloak flourishing, Vladimir stood and stole from the hall, becoming one
with the castle and the dark corridors that had haunted him for so many
years.
Vladimir stepped into Tarbert's room and nearly became sick. He was
afraid to stop and glance around for fear of finding the dead animal whose
stench, he was certain, assailed his nose. The door to the wardrobe was
open, revealing a few tattered garments thrown casually inside, and Vladi
mir stepped in, crouched down, and felt for the pressure point in the wood
which would open the false door. It opened easily, and he stepped out into a
narrow passageway lit by small holes and cracks in the walls and ceiling.
Tearing his way through the thick cobwebs and hiding his nose from the
dust in his cloak, Vladimir worked his way towards the rear of the castle.
The passage was tight, especially around corners, and the stone shivered
against his palm.
The passage ended at an open trap door in the floor. Before descending
Vladimir slid back a small panel in the wall and put his eye at the hole.
Besides being an utter mess, Sergei's quarters were unoccupied. Climbing
slowly down the ladder, Vladimir followed the passageway which went
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underneath the door to Sergei's room. Such were the problems with secret
passages in walls, especially when one side of a room was the outside wall of
a castle.
Climbing up and out on the other side, Vladimir stopped at another peep
hole and found the guest room empty, as well. Quickly he felt for the panel
which opened the door, and finding it (as well as a few splinters) pressed it
until the door squeezed open. Pushing through garments hanging in the
wardrobe and opening the door, Vladimir stole quickly to the side of the
bed where the woman's baggage sat. Searching without leaving a trace is an
art and after carefully removing items from a large leather sack, Vladimir set
them on the floor in order, remembering how each item was packed.
Clothes, undergarments, books. One untitled book seemed to be a magic
book, but Vladimir dared not open it. Magicians were very sensitive about
their books, and often placed protection spells on them.
One small box was unlocked, and upon opening Vladimir found it filled
with jewelry. He sifted his old, nimble fingers through mostly bronze and
silver rings and necklaces, until he found a chain bracelet made of gold. The
bracelet had one charm on it: onyx set in gold, inlaid with a gold pentacle.
On the back of the charm were engraved the initials: E.C.K.
Held correctly the charm was an upside-down pentacle, the ancient sym
bol of the Prince of Darkness, which in all probability meant that the
woman practiced black magic. Vladimir thought upon the charm but could
feel nothing extraordinary for a necromancer's magic. Interesting.
As Vladimir began repacking the baggage, he heard Sergei's deep voice
roaring with laughter down the corridor. There was a buzz of talking which
ended, and Vladimir realized that the woman was headed towards the room.
Quickly and quietly he finished packing and dashed for the wardrobe which
he struggled to close without a creak. Once inside he stood deathly still as he
heard the door to the room open and close. Leaning forward slightly, he
looked through the already open peep hole.
Long, dark hair covered her back and shimmered like satin in the sunlight
from the window. Watching her sent a shiver up his spine, and Vladimir
realized that he hadn't seen a woman in decades. She turned and sat in front
of the mirror of a dresser which he vaguely remembered making. She brushed
her hair with the silver brush that he had just held. The mirror reflected a
soft, thin face with pale skin and the green eyes of a cat. He watched her,
forgetting all else; he watched her rise and move to the bedside where she
began to unbutton her blouse. Vladimir's heart was in his throat as he looked
away and down at the ladder beside him. Like a mouse he climbed down
and into the darkness.
And it was only a sinister smile which was never glimpsed.
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The pale light of the mid-afternoon sun shone through the room's single
western window as Vladimir sat at his desk with a small, leather-bound
tome cradled in his hands. He turned the brittle, yellowing pages with worn
fingers, stopping now and then to glance at a page's contents, brushing his
fingers down the length of the page, and smiling. Two books of the same
size sat neatly upon the table in front of him. These were his three books of
magic, and at one time, long ago, they were carried by a great volsbebnik.
That volsbebnik now held his old magic books like dusty relics; they had
not been read in twenty-five years. Most of the spells were foreign to him
and as he read on he felt he was rediscovering a thing which he had loved
ages ago. It was as if he were picking up a novel he hadn't read for a q uarter
...
of a century, knowing it was good, but not remembering how the story
ended. The echoes of a young lust electrified his soul, and he found he was
sweating as he recalled ambitions long since dead. He had been good in his
time, but certainly not, as Sergei said, the greatest.
Memories flooded his mind. Images of him and Sergei as young men: a
grand city of canals and bridges where the wine was always good and its
denizens sometimes too dark ... salt water smells, the lap and suck of water
against stone, huge barges and ships from around the world. A backstabbing sultan who hired them to rid his filthy, desert town of the Chame
leon of Tazhbe, master thief. . . . Lost in eastern sands, the darkening sky
ablaze with a thousand stars . . . dark harbors, shades of blue, and a breeze
of twinkling lights from a city of ships. Hot ocean sands, towns of red
roofs, loud local bars, and rich temples catering to every whim of the
enlightened and wealthy. Parades of armies, banners flapping, people yell
ing. A harrowing ascent of Mount Taemus and the hellish snowstorm that
followed them.
Women: few and far in between. Not many were special, and the images
were scattered. Soft kisses under windy palm trees, emeralds and moonlit
breasts, hair like a lion's in braids of amber. Fleeting memories, but wonder
ful.
The final conflict. The last time either of them had used magic. Their hair
had turned white and their skin had wrinkled prematurely. For years after
the battle, both shook at the thought of focusing their brains on magic. And
when the day passed when they might have attempted to perform a simple
spell, they couldn't be bothered. They were burned-out.
But the sudden appearance of what looked to be a koldunya a necromancer, had kindled a small spark in Vladimir's old shell. The pentacle- the
smell and feeling given off (the only way to describe such a thing) by her
aggage could only be one thing, and only another koldun could feel if
Cbornaya magia Black magic; the magic of death.
It was the tome titled Tvoreniye iy Smert, that Vladimir now read. Crea-
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tion and death. Conjury and necromancy were different from other types of
magic. They were higher magic, and more power was involved in focusing
spells. Fortunately, this woman was only a koldunya, and there were no
signs that she possessed other magics. The last magician Vladimir had battled
had been a master in all the arts, as he and Sergei were. It was times like
those when experience counted most.
He had just begun reading about the creation of golems when Sergei ap
peared at his back.
'Volodya, what are you going?' Sergei asked in mock astonishment.
'I am reading, you old dog. And, yes, it is a magic book.'
Still smiling: 'Old dog, eh? Volodya, you must come and join us for
lunch.'
'Us?'
'Katya and I.'
Vladimir at last turned toward his friend. 'Katya?'
'Ekaterina,' Sergei said, fingers shuffling.
'I was wondering what was keeping you. In the old days you couldn't wait
to tell me the 'juicy bits' about your latest woman. I figured you had things
in hand, though. I heard her arrive last night.'
Sergei chuckled, and then: 'Yes. That damn violin woke me up. I could
hear it as far as my chambers!'
'Yes, I heard it, as well.'
'You sleep like a log, Volodya'
'Usually I do. It was odd; I don't really remember waking up.'
'A dream perhaps?'
'No. ... I just felt out of place. Difficult to explain,' Vladimir paused. 'It
seems Iarbert is a bit uneasy around the woman.'
'Yes, I noticed that this morning. But it is nothing: how many people does
Tarbert see in the course of years?'
'Yes, I suppose. What is she like?' Vladimir was fishing for some hint at
whether the woman had attempted to mask her identity. It would have
been easy with Sergei. His mind was only on one thing, Vladimir was certain.
'Beautiful. Intelligent. Young.'
'Young?' Vladimir arched an eyebrow (something which Sergei had
always wanted to be able to do.) Yes, she was young, he thought to himself.
'Well . . . younger.'
Vladimir stood, leaving his book open on the table. 'Why on earth is she
here?'
She'd heard stories about us. Wanted to meet the legends, I suppose.'
Legends?' Vladimir laughed and shook his head.
Yes, imagine that.'
It is odd considering we lost our final battle, Seryozha.'
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'One cannot remain the greatest forever.'
True.'
'I would have liked to have retired as the greatest. Then we would have
always been considered — '
'Seryozha, shal we join our guest?' Vladimir did not feel like adding to the
obvious ego-boost Serfei was receiving from the woman.
As they began to descend the stairs, Vladimir spoke, casually, 'Seryoza,
what is her full name?'
'Her family name is Korshkov. I don't believe ... no, she hasn't mentioned
her patronymic. Why?'
'Just curious, I suppose. It is not often we have visitors.'
'Volodya, we never have visitors.'
'Ever observant, Seryozha. Ever observant.'
A week passed and Vladimir became intrigued with the woman. She
seemed more feline than human, Vladimir thought, with her long, black
hair, her gracefully inaudible walk, and the demure purr of her voice. There
was something about her which gnawed at him. It was not just that she was
a koldunya, but something bigger he couldn't place his finger on. Every night
for the next week he had dreams about her causing his death. They were
horrible in their simplicity: slipping on the stairs, choking on a bonemishaps which could easily occur. The odd thing was that while awake
Vladimir was not afraid of these things because he felt he could prevent any
serious accidents with a bit of sorcery. But in his dreams he was not safe; his
magia failed to work, and his subconscious had the better of him.
It was so now:
The road seemed familiar, but Vladimir had walked so many in his life he
couldnt remember. He and Sergei had been walking miles, discussing a
spell—things were just as they had been years ago. Ahead of them rose great
thunderclouds in a dark sky. They came to the ambit of a grassy valley,
through which the dirt road cut down the middle. Everything was so vivid;
Vladimir was at once himself and an outsider observing, a hawk circling
around the two travellers. As the wind began to whip through their cloaks
and the rain began spitting in their faces, they came to a fork in the dusty
road. Approaching the fork Vladimir could see a figure standing in the rain,
silently beckoning them. As they walked closer, Vladimir was startled to see
a person clad in a purple and black jester's outfit. Sergei greeted the jester,
who held an ivory mask over its face, like an old friend. And they laughed
together. They laughed insanely at nothing, the rain, the road, and slowly
turned towards a darkening forest that had risen up behind them. The road
disappeared into the trees, and as Sergei turned to wave he seemed to be
swallowed by the wood, fading as the wind whistled through Vladimir's ears
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and his gaze focused on the jester standing before him. Circling, the hawk
saw them standing in the rain. Around and around until the jester in purple
and black removed the mask from its face and threw it to the ground in
front of Vladimir. He stood face to face with a nightmare, and she had the
face of a demon, a glorious devil from the pits of Hell. With tears in his eyes
he was thrown backwards in the air, falling horizontally over land, grasping
for the earth below. Things began to fade as the screeching of the jester's
laughter filled his mind . . .
Awake, Vladimir realized that the screeching was coming from the violin,
and as the sound rose, fear grew within him. He slid from bed, coughing,
and ran to the doorway where he felt a great surge of energy. Then came a
yell which sent lightning through his nervous system. Beads of sweat broke
and dripped from his forehead as he stumbled down the stairs.
The great hall was lit with rays of twilight which oozed through the win
dows, and the hallways of the castle were dark, but familiar. As he ap
proached Sergei s room, Vladimir felt the tingle of magic. He was assaulted
by unearthly smells, and he struggled to hold the bile in the back of his
mouth. As he stood in the open doorway, Vladimir wondered if this were
just another nightmare. There were cats everywhere
She was hunched over Sergei's corpse like a ghoul, bony fingers hovering
over his lifeless head. If only his eyes were closed, I could run, Vladimir
thought. But he couldn't. Sergei's deathly gaze had speared Vladimir in the
heart and kept him standing. Hope of his own survival was lost; but it didn't
matter. Nothing mattered now. His friend was lost-he was lost. But he
would die before giving in.
The floor creaked beneath Vladimir's feet, and the woman's head slowly
turned around. The eyes were dark and furious like those of a wild beast,
and they grasped at Vladimir's soul with their emptiness.
The ancient lady spoke, her mouth forming a wicked smile: 'He could not
help me. You understand, don't you, sweet Vladimir. I was too powerful
for him. My master was wrong. Sergei was not the strongest. Oh, Sergei
thought he was, the egotist. It is you. You are the master koldun. You can
help me.'
She slowly began to rise from the bed; her appearance faded to that of a
young woman. 'You will help me, won't you? My father left me stranded on
this world, and I must summon him. Come, Vladimir. Help me or I shall
drag your pitiful little soul to Hell with me!' she screeched.
Vladimir was lost within his mind, protecting himself, when he heard
angels singing somewhere through the clouds of consciousness. Motion
overtook his body, and he turned and ran blindly into the hallways of the
castle. His thoughts were simple and ran through his head like wild horses
She must be the daughter of a demon. Cbortovna. Her patronymic! But who
was her master?
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Vladimir needed to banish her and knew the spell he must use, but he
needed a wand or some material focus for the spell, and Sergei had the only
enchanted wands in his chambers. Drunk with adrenalin, Vladimir kept
running until he nearly tripped over Tarbert's limp body face down in the
corridor. Poor Tarbert. Catching his breath, Vladimir leaned over the small
body and turned it over. Tarbert's eyes were open in the same gaze of terror
that Sergei's had been. Jogging on to the next room, Vladimir realized to
where he had been running.
The fountain had stopped bubbling, and the dragons bathed in a pale blue
light which washed along the arches of the chamber. As Vladimir walked
past the outer circle of columns and into the center, he saw her lying on the
cold floor, ebony violin still grasped in her hand.
My swan, he thought, as he moved to her with tears in his eyes. He knelt
down and touched her face, ran a finger through her silver hair, and felt the
magic that slowly pulsed through her body. Weaker the pulse became until
it disappeared, and as Vladimir bent to kiss the enchantress her form began
to fade and slowly became a part of the blue haze that emanated from
nowhere.
Vladimir knelt unmoving on the hard floor, listening for the terror he had
to face. The castle was silent, but he could feel her moving towards him. He
pulled into himself, trying to think of what to do, when a small twang made
him look suddenly towards the fountain. On the ground lay an ebony b ow.
Grabbing it, Vladimir could feel its enchantment and knew he had found
his focus.
As he stood Vladimir realized he was not alone; she stood in the entrance,
her face dark.
Where is it, Vladimir?' she rasped.
It is dust, witch,' Vladimir replied, noticing the weakness in her voice.
Sergei must have put up quite a fight. Sergei . . .
What do you mean?'
'I burned it. Demon summ oning is a dangerous spell to have lying about. I
never used it.
You were afraid to use it. Just as you are afraid of me, Vladimir. You are
weak, old man. And I am the Devil's daughter!' She raised her hands above
her head and hurled a blast of energy at Vladimir, who took the blow
straight in the chest. He was thrown back against the fountain.
1 hat should have a familiar feel, magician. Valin the Black taught me
well.
Vladimir smiled crookedly as he thought of his final conflict with Valin.
You have been imprisoned here all these years, and you have been a fool
to never attempt escape. All those years, Vladimir, I was gaining power as
my master weakened. But it seems my master's spell over you was greater
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than I had thought.' As she spoke Vladimir silently built the spell in his
mind, shaping it. 'And now you shall die.'
Hands raised she pointed a bony finger at Vladimir and grasped his body
with energy. He was inside again protecting himself, trying to focus his spell
through the black wand he held before him. As he struggled to defend
himself, she slowly brought his body closer to hers, and he knew she would
break his neck.
Vladimir was outside and inside; a hawk watching himself being sucked
in. He felt the castle rumble and shake around him. Hold the focus, he
ordered himself, as he felt his skin begin to peel from his body. Closer and
closer he drifted, and he dared not glance at the witch's demon eyes, but
focused all his being into the ebony bow. As he felt himself slipping, his soul
being sucked away from his body, his skin splitting, he thought he heard a
violin playing in the distance. It was a furious tune which began to crescendo
as he floated closer to the witch.
As they came together, the witch reached for Vladimir's throat, but her
face turned and screamed as Vladimir thrust the ebony bow into her heart
letting go the energy that had built there. Her grip weakened, and she fell to
the ground, crumpled. The castle was coming apart, and the ceiling fell in
heavy blocks of stone.
The witch's body vanished in a shower of rubble, her soul banished to Limbo.
The last thing Vladimir heard was the echo of water rumbling in his ears,
and the images of his life, his memories, floating through his mind like air
bubbles. The spell had been broken. He was going home.

The castle ruins lie a half mile from the dark shore of the lake, but no person
dares travel across to the island which is said to be haunted. A story is told of two
powerful magicians who once lived there and the great battle of sorcery betwetm
them and an ancient and evil nemesis. It is said that the countryside shook and the
lake boiled and the clouds rumbled ancient war cries before the castle crumbled to
the ground Days later, it is said, a trapper riding past saw an old man rise from
the infinite depths of the lake and walk ashore. His naked body was old and wrinkled
and his hair white as snow, and he disappeared into the wood without a sound.
That was the last anyone saw of the great magician, but stories about him are still
told around the hearth on cold winter nights.
And sometimes a bird appears above the island-a hawk which circles round and
round until the setting sun draws it back over the water, away from the dark forest,
to the hills which flow across the horizon like the waves of time.

Caroline Clark
A Study in Study
Specifically composed for Lower Rosse Hall, Kenyon College, Gambler, Ohio
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Composer's Notes
This piece has been designed specifically for Lower Rosse Hall. Because of
the dramatic element of this piece, a director, who is not mentioned in the
score, is necessary. The director retains the right to add to the dramatic ele
ment of this piece through, for example, the characterization of the per
formers.
Part I is self-explanatory.
Part II-Each performer rests for the appropriate length of time, and then
plays each tidbit as many times as he/she wants to. He/she then proceeds
to the next tidbit. When he/she hears the CUE, he/she should prepare to
enter with the part notated for him/her at the end of the CUE. The per
formers shoud play tidbits until their entrances at the end of the CUE.
Part III is self-explanatory.

Notation
glissando

fi
J

/

X

Blowing out imaginary candles
shutting the door
opening the door
the vocalist plays the designated note on the piano; if
this mark is directly next to a note, the vocalist sings
and plays the note at the same time
the young lady yawns
the performer follows instruction A for the designated
time

1

J

Hi!

the vocalist makes very high obnoxious noises of her
choice

the performer speaks
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The Key
A

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

A pianist walks briskly down the corridor of Lower Rosse Hall, clutch
ing his beloved piano books to his chest, and saying-almost rudely"excuse me" to anyone who is (or isn't) in his way {ad lib.).
Having entered from the front, he abruptly turns left into the # 1 prac
tice room, turns on the light, and slams the door.
Inside, he adjusts the piano bench, his music, and his tie until time to
play.
A violinist walks shyly down the corridor from the front entrance with
his violin and books.
He sees the vocalist, stops and exclaims, "Hi!"
A vocalist comes from the back entrance and swaggers towards the
practice rooms with her books.
She stops and says, Hi, as if it is painful to spare the energy.
She turns and goes into practice room #4, where she turns on the light
and slams the door.
The violinist goes into practice room #3, turns on the light, and shuts
the door as gently as possible.
A young lady carrying a heavy backpack shuffles wearily, but quickly
down the corridor from the back entrance.
She slows a bit, as if she'll only barely make it to the threshhold of practice room #2.

L Propped up against the doorjamb, she yawns (this is her big solo).
M Inside the practice room, she stands up straight, puts her hand on the
doorknob, and prepares to slam it.
N She slams the door.
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V

The young lady rests until her next entrance (or, rather, exit).
The violinist (and the pianist) gather their things.
They open the doors of their respective practice rooms, turn out the
light, and walk out, possessions in hand.
They almost bump into each other. The pianist says, "Excuse me"- the
violinist, "Hi!"
The pianist turns and exits the way he entered (the violinist, too).
The young lady opens the door to #2, yawns, stretches, and walks
across the threshhold.
She gives a strange tired look to #4.
S1fC

TT

backpack

°n

back' hy the front entrance,

looking slightly
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Lower Rosse Hall

FRONT ENTRANCE

#1

A
U
D
I
E
N
C
E

n

#2

v-v
#4

#3

BACK ENTRANCE

In rooms 1 and 4 there is an upright piano.
In room 1 there is a piano bench.
In room 3 there is a music stand and a piano bench.
The doors to the individual practice rooms are open.
The door to the set of practice rooms is never closed.
When waiting to enter from either the back or the
front entrance, the performers should remain out of sight
of the audience.
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Jenny Neiderhouser

Jennifer Joerg Blum
Power Games with the Devil
Co that's my story," the devil said mournfully. He was perched on the
^/windowsill next to the second stall in the third floor men's bathroom.
"That's the whole thing in a nutshell, even if it's dorky."
She was balanced precariously on the row of sinks, concentrating on her
black nails, on a run in her spiderweb stockings. Finally she looked up at
him; her eyes resembled pinwheels. "That's a fine story," she told him
reassuringly.
The devil, however, did not appear particularly pacified; he looked worried, and began to play with his newly grown goatee. "Are you sure?" he
asked anxiously. "I mean, it's really not that I don't like you. You know that
I do ... I just have so many demands on my time. It doesn't leave me much
energy to maintain a relationship."
'Uh-huh," she said. She turned from him, suddenly mesmerized by her
image in the mirror. The long white-blond hair, crimped in a way that
resembled the ridges in Ruffles potato chips; the black lips and brilliantine
eyes surrounded by gray; the white white skin; the upside-down cross on
the forehead. Contemplating this, she tilted her head to one side and then to
the other, much like a dog hearing a new noise.
The devil arose from his perch; his reflection came up behind hers in the
mirror. He was tall and blond. He placed his hands on her shoulders for em
phasis. "Listen to me, honey," he implored. "I'm sorry things worked out
this way — "
Hey, it's okay," she said. "I just never figured you, of all people, to be a
coward. You could have told me sooner that you didn't want things be
tween us to continue. Instead of giving me the big blow-off, I mean."
Gesticulating madly with his clawed hands, the devil began to try and
justify himself; however, Romeo came in at that precise moment, staggering
toward the urinal. The moment was broken, and the witch decided to leave.
The devil grabbed his pitchfork and followed her. She managed to lose him,
however, in a crowd of gypsies.
The next morning she awoke when sunlight slapped her in the face. Her
tattered black dress still clung to her, though the witch hat was crumpled on
the floor. Arising, she discovered her hair in wild disarray, and eyeshad ow
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dripped down her face, as did the upside-down cross. Recalling the previous
evening, all she could come up with was a vague sense of absolute sur
realism. She opened the bag of spells she had been carrying and fished out a
cigarette. Lighting it, she climbed up on the windowsill of her room and sat
cross-legged there, gazing out at the quad. Smashed pumpkins and beer cans
abounded. Then, out of the corner of her eye, she caught movement; focus
ing more closely, she saw the devil, making his way down to the sports
center, wearing his purple-and-white basketball uniform and carrying an
extra pair of sneakers. The morning autumn sun gleamed mellowly on his
hair, and she remembered and began to cry.

Noah Reibel
Two Poems
Untitled
You are so unquiet tonight my dear, and why?
When, petalled, every flower now is plucked
there are no words for this, a sigh is
a bit much, a sigh isn't where quiet comes from.
And it seems to me the sun sets this way every evening.
This dripping sky giving its sun to the cooing sand
doesn't change, only you—you remind me of tight rings,
steel, wound tight, but even night doesn't demand
a sound from you
or me.
Did I tell you, today I walked La Calle del Rostros.
The manniquin sellers gathered behind me again
street children hatched and pleading. All teeth, torsos
and wooden feet dangling on the ends of string tend
to say things that won't ever be said to me
or you.
Tonight the clams were done very nicely, dear,
and the wine went well with it, I think, you will read
won't you, while I sit outside feeding that
stray cat, thinking of how it could bring you to tears if
you knew how it came; limping and licking the cuts
that were kicked into it.
And even if I were a dying man, the stars wouldn't fall
the way they fell tonight. We know it's spring—
or rather summer, because of the way they fell—all
through the night like that. We needn't say it to
each other, it has a certain special ring
to it, like laughter, letting us know
winter will come.
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Joe and Mary go South
What Joe liked most was Mary.
Joe liked Mary most when she was
angel-naked
legs spread
five miles
or wider.
Joe liked it when Mary rode ponies.
When Mary rode ponies Joe liked to
watch her
crotch slap
leather snatch
bouncing before him.
Joe liked to take Mary for long walks.
When Mary took long walks with Joe
she knew he'd make her
climb trees
scratch knees
believe it or not
Mary liked it too.
Even if Joe liked to curse the moon at night
Mary liked Joe, although he whacked her once
or twice. You know, Mary liked that a little,
still it wasn't very nice
of Joe, now was it
and Mary let Joe know that.
Joe's pistol worked best when it
was up against Mary's chest
and her head was also a fun place
to put it, because Mary trembled so
m
when he did it to her.

NOAH REIBEL

Later on they went south,
to Egypt
or at least it seemed like Egypt when
the desert sand stretched wide and the nights
here were quiet except for the screaming. Still,
up in the high hills
the people were praying to a goddess
with wings.
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Eric Ziegenhagen
Driving After Sundown
The best thing that could happen to us now
would be to pull over and find a bar,
a half-empty and dark bar with a band
playing set after set of some form of
bluegrass, zydeco, blues, jazz, something not quite definable,
some type of American music we've never heard before
something new and comfortable in our ears
as new and farniliar as this Ohio highway
with constant parallel lines down the center
because we are constantly rising up and over
a hill and we can't see what's beyond
and once we make it over, turn that wheel
as far right as it can go because here's a curve
so sharp that it's taking us fifty, a hundred, two hundred,
almost three hundred and sixty degrees 'round this turn,
almost back where we started,
but we're going somewhere new and the road's not doubling back,
and even if there were a bar with some miraculous new music,
hearing it would require stopping this motion,
leaving that next unclimbed hill as it is, unclimbed,
getting out of the car, and stepping into the picture.
II
A dark three blocks sat between me and Penn Station.
This was one warm Saturday night last fall
and Times Square was alive—steel drummers,
dancers, men hawking jewelry, the incense
blowing up the street from the Islams, Dianetics
being peddled,
and I didn't want to take the subway on such a vivant night
41
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having the opportunity of being in New York,
on the streets, in the center of things;
leaving Times Square and entering those three blocks
I heard a faint noise somewhere down the sidewalk,
and this sound wasn't sirens and it wasn't shouting
and it wasn't drum machines and I don't remember
anything else in the air; but what this sound was
was an amplified electric guitar, and the song was so familiar.
I saw the guitarist, somewhere between the streetlights,
and if he had been singing I might have recognized the tune
as "The Wind Cries Mary," but for the time being, I was so
confused.
I knew I had heard that song, that triple set of notes
drifting up the street, echoing off the buildings,
knowing that solo that happened after the chorus,
but I couldn't remember the name at all;
it was so familiar, and I had it in my head the rest of that week,
an old song; an old, familiar song; some mystery.
III
A bootleg tape has fallen into your hands.
Some music brought to you illegally; nobody who had anything
to do with the making of the music is profiting from this
except the fans with recording equipment
who hid mixers under their coats,
cords in their socks, microphones, cameras;
guys who slipped through security and worked
to get the sound of the live performance perfect,
that's their art, like the pianist who doesn't
want to create a new piece of music, but only to
present what's already there in the best way possible;
or maybe they bought this equipment, bought the tickets,
said, Hey. Hold on. This could be a lucrative business."
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IV
This drive we're taking for pleasure at sundown
is like the moment where the music in our head
clicks together with the record that just started playing,
some music we haven't heard in years
or have never heard before, or maybe we hear it daily
and can't get enough of this song, this music;
seeing the sunset again and riding in a compact car
through early evening, breaking speed limits,
makes me feel like a Deadhead who has tapes from
the Filmore East in 1971, Alpine Valley in 1984, Houston,
Atlanta, Minneapolis, Toronto, a thousand other cities around
the world, ten thousand versions of "Truckin" but it
doesn't matter because this thing, the Dead for Deadheads,
riding after sundown for me, is something priceless, a cloth
that never wears out, something so completely satisfying,
something which is whole in itself
and I don't want to bring up death at this moment
but a moment like this of purity and perfect contentment
with the music on the tape deck, the deep blue on all four sides
outside,
the other person behind the wheel, this feeling of forward motion,
it makes me think: If we pass over this hill,
or pass over the one after this one, and there's a steer
or a sleeping trucker in the wrong lane, our lane,
or a hunter who's stopped to adjust his sights,
or if there's just a sharp turn
Heather doesn't forsee, if any of that is there,
this moment and the next will be equally fine.
It's that old idea:
to die in bliss, among friends, fine last memories,
the feeling which says, "Don't worry,
something good happened here. There was a moment
of perfection tonight,
and may it happen to you, too;
may it happen to you soon."

Derek Bennett
Elephant Sky
This piece was written to suggest a bunch of happy elephant-shaped clouds
dancing around in the sky together. Play it accordingly.
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Mike Hallenbeck
Two Poems
Fidget
Before I wrote this down I tapped
my pen incessantly against the page
rapid-fire, as Thumper
stomped the forest floor flat.
The same force that compels me
to constantly analyze the state of plaque
on my teeth with my tongue
implores me not only to use my watch as an
instrument of timekeeping, but as an
extra tongue, a toy Nautilus shell, and
inadvertently as a slingshot.
Perhaps mountain climbers, gymnasts,
Ralph Nader, and good poets
once knew the joy of spinning
an empty drinking glass around and
around on a plate, but having
found and followed bliss, now
simply load the dishwasher without
using it as a percussion instrument.
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Untitled
The asphalt of the Red Roof Inn has
marooned cars like mammoths in a tar pit.
Somewhere outside of Cleveland we have been given
a newspaper, a key, a cup of coffee,
and a smile. Cars stream past like salmon.
In time-lapsed photography the stream is real,
headlight streaks, urgent crimson trail.
The murmur of freeway past my window
lulls me, and in dreams I meet
those asleep at the wheel.
Dawn will never come. We will camp out in
the green glare of tunnels, leaf
through discarded newspapers
and search for the date.
We will nap in our seats at movie matinees
and dream of the old movies, the flame
between us rippling our faces as we
tell our stories and shiver.
We will light every last scrap of
cardboard for torchlight
when venturing beyond streetlamps;
the fizzling of flame will
drop us into a night as blank
as the black wall the Puritans faced
just beyond the neon of convenience stores.
Please tell me that tomorrow, dawn or no dawn,
we will go knocking on doors at the Red Roof Inn,
disturbing sleep in lieu of a wake-up call
and take surveys of customer satisfaction.
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Andrea Ries

A Conversation with E. L. Doctorow
Alumnus E. L. Doctorow visited Kenyon during the celebration commemoratmemorating the 50th anniversary of the
Kenyon Review. He opened the anni
versary festivities by reading excerpts
from World's Fair and Billy Bathgate.
The following afternoon, he conducted an
interview with Julie Emig, Jenny Neiderhouser, Greta Ode, and Eric Ziegenhagen.
A very receptive, intelligent man, Doc
torow made the interview seem more like
a discussion than a formal endeavor. He
did not even complain when a Kenyon
employee began vacuuming around us in
the Gund Snack Shop.

I

HIKA:

When did you begin writing?
DOCTOROW:

When I began thinking of myself as a writer, I was about nine. 1 didn't actu
ally begin writing for many years. I didn't feel it was necessary for a writer
to actually write anything.
HIKA:

But you thought of yourself as a writer . . .
DOCTOROW:

Yeah, yeah ... I wrote a little bit in high school. I was published in a high
school literary magazine called Dynamo. I suppose to really answer your
question I started writing in a torture-tormented way after I got out of the
United States Army. I published my first novel when I was twenty-nine. So
I don't know; it depends on what you mean by "start writing." I knew I was
going to write before I had the maturity to write. You just sit down and do it.
HIKA:

Do you think that's only your experience, or that the true writer knows?
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DOCTOROW:

I think that a kid will have all these feelings and longings for expression, an
they'll spill out in every way so that you will write; you will draw; you wi
improvise if your piano teacher isn't listening at the piano. You will expre:
yourself through every conceivable way. Only gradually as the perso
matures is there a selection of means of expression and an abandoning of th
others.
HIKA:

So every child has the potential to create in some way.
DOCTOROW:

I think so. None of the theories about creativity is quite sufficient. Freu
proposes that art is essentially a neurotic activity. That's true; art is neurosi:
But I don't think that says enough. There are a lot of neurotics who are nc
artists. So I don't know the answer to what creativity is. I just as soon
stays mysterious. There probably has to be some kind of torment to g(
somebody going, some son of longing. Or it could be a kind of joy. Whi
man was a great rhapsodist; he had an enormous love for everything an
eve rybody. He couldn't write it all down fast enough, render it to give
back to itself. There are probably as many theories of creativity as there ar
writers and poets.
HIKA:

Do you feel that you were encouraged in this creativity?
DOCTOROW:

It seems to me that there was always a teacher around who was encoura§
ing. A key thing was to get in trouble as a writer. In a journalism class i
high school, we had an assignment to do an interview. I came back with ai
interview with the stage doorman at Carnegie Hall about a Jewish refuge
named Karl who had just gotten out after his whole family had beei
destroyed. All the great musicians and composers loved him and called hir
by his first name. He used to drink tea with a cube of sugar in his teeth ii
the old European way, and he knew a lot about music. He was a very swee
man. So, I did this interview and the teacher loved it. She suggested I do i
in the high school paper. She wanted to send the photographer down t<
take Karl's picture. I told her I was sorry, that she couldn't do that, and th
teacher asked why. And I said well you know, Karl is very shy. She aske<
me how Karl could be shy if he talked to me. I said well, not exactly. Ther
is no Karl. I made him up. I got an F grade. It was a terrible thing to do, t<
lie, but I was a fiction writer.

E. L. DOCTOROW
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HIKA:

And it was more interesting to make something up.
DOCTOROW:

Yeah, certainly more interesting to me than to go about the tedious business
of interviewing as you're doing now. You should make up your own Doctorow. Make him look a little bit like Clint Eastwood. Anyway, there was
always something going on having to do with words. Then I would listen to
a record of jazz or something and it got me very excited; I heard that as the
sound track for a scene. I would go into these various states of arousal, set
off by a piece of music or something I've read. When you read something,
it's almost like the act of writing. It's a continuum. Reading is a kind of
exhilaration, and I would admire the person who made me feel excited. I
began to identify with the authors of the books I read and to begin writing
the books again.
HIKA:

You said something about writing in torment . . . did that arise from your
military experience?
DOCTOROW:

Well, there comes a time when you just sit down and decide that you're
going to do something.
HIKA:

So you were tormented by your lack?
DOCTOROW:

That's an ordinary writer's torment. I started to write an autobiographical
novel that was really awful . . .
HIKA:

Did you think it was awful at the time?
DOCTOROW:

Oh, yeah. I knew it in my heart. I was working for a film company as a
reader. My job was to read a book, write a synopsis of it, determine if it was
any good, and tell the studio executive whether or not they could make a
movie out of it. In those days, a lot of westerns were being made, and I had
to read all these lousy westerns. They were beginning to make me seriously
ill. One day I wrote a story that was kind of a parody, an anti-western. It
turned out to be so good that I decided there was more to it, so I made it
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chapter one of a novel and threw out my autobiographical novel. It taught
me that I was the kind of writer who couldn't be a realist, an autobiographer
talking about his love affairs and parents and children. I was the kind of
writer who would invent. I would write not novels, but romances, where
everything was tuned a little tighter than it was usually. I tend to be inter
ested in myth, the predominating kind of myth that's expressed in our
values and popular dramas. That would be my territory. Popular culture has
always interested me enormously. All the garbage that we produce commer
cially is finally in its totality a real expression of national consciousness. It
tells you something about what we are as a people. I use m yth, the lies we
create to give ourselves an identity. For example, the idea of the criminal as
it operates relentlessly in our culture has always interested me. Billy Bathgate
begins with that obsession. He lives a very morally ambiguous life. I've
always been attracted to the disreputable.
HIKA

You said something in your lecture about how you take lives and transform
them into fiction. How do they change as they emerge in your writing?
How do these personae develop?
DOCTOROW:

When I take a historically, verifiable person and put him or her in a book,
I'm not under the impression that I have distorted anything at all. I've kept
what's there publicly for anybody to see. People in public life, whether
they're political figures or crooks, make fictions of themselves before I get to
them. I wouldn't notice them otherwise, j. P. Morgan was already there. I
don't have to transform them to use them.
HIKA:

What was it like to see Ragtime made into a film for you?
DOCTOROW:

It created great anxiety. It's an uncomfortable moment to sit down and see
these projections that purport to be a faithful rendering of your own book.
It's the nature of characters in books; you know them as moral entities, but
you never see them as specific physical beings. It's an unsettling thing. I
think that Ragtime was a pretty good movie, but it should have been better.
HIKA:

When you had a play that was produced and published, was the process of
writing that different because you knew the end product would involve
placing specific people with it?
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DOCTOROW:

That was a deliberate, masochistic act. Obviously the lines were written to
be acted. I made some mistakes in producing it.
HIKA:

How do you feel about being back at Kenyon?
DOCTOROW:

I'm very happy to do this and to be here, but it's kind of a double experience
for me. I'm kind of here in the now, but also in the then of my own studenthood. You don't finally make the connection. It's a doubled-up state of
awareness. It is Kenyon and it's not Kenyon at the same time. Everything
moves in all dimensions at once so you can never really step back in the
same place if you leave it.
HIKA:

Could you expound on how the allure of evil is enticing in Billy Bathgate?
DOCTOROW:

I have a sneaking admiration for law breakers and transgressors. I think we
like to consider evil and its dangers and its risks in fiction as a way of satisfy
ing ourselves as we go on paying our parking tickets and walking on the
right side of the street. There is another way to live, but society has taught
us over and over again that it's finally profitless and destructive. However,
there's a kind of primordial source in us which under the right circum
stances, can lead us to be total barbarians in a matter of minutes. We are to
contemplate that to stay in touch with ourselves.
HIKA:

That reminds me of Hawthorne . . . what did you write on that paper here?
DOCTOROW:

The other thing is that there is nothing more dull than virtue. Even Milton
knew that. The most interesting character in Paradise Last is Lucifer. If there
is truly a just and serene society with no evil, there would be none of these
propitiatory mechanism we have for our anger and our rage. If we were
really a virtuous race, there would be no literature.
HIKA:

Yes, we wouldn't be neurotic.
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DOCTOROW:

I'll tell you, the Hawthorne paper was quite good. Years later, I met a
teacher again as a colleague. Fifteen years had passed. The first thing he said
to me was that he thought he gave me a bad mark on that paper. I said it
was an A + paper, and he said he wouldn't go that far, that maybe it was an A.
HIKA:

What are you doing now?
DOCTOROW:

I seem to be working on a book.
HIKA:

Is it hard to distance yourself when you're editing your work?
DOCTOROW:

Yes, it's hard to be real objective. The signs that something doesn't work are
very small signs, so you have to learn to read the signs. Once you decide that
something needs to go, it's very limbering. It feels good.
HIKA:

So the story of Shakespeare's not editing his work is untrue.
DOCTOROW:

Shakespeare is not a useful example for anybody who is literary.
HIKA:

How do you feel about education?
DOCTOROW:

Education is very poor in this country. But every so often, you see a teacher
who does it all. Creativity is not limited to the arts. Engineers are creative;
lawyers are creative; doctors are creative. Creativity is a kind of energy and
love. The trick is to make sure that none are discouraged into sil ence.

Charles A. Yannopoulos
Counterpoint
One evening in July we should all convene.
Adjacent to the open window and the dark expanse beyond
we will drink tea and sputter trivialities;
oblivious to the minutes, animated
in spite of them.
Near the shore,
people pass through the tall rocks together;
perhaps they wander with a purpose.
I see them from a distance —
winding through the corridors
like children in a hall of mirrors.
The sea is never quiet.
You always spoke in turn,
voicing your opinion in an unassuming manner
and it would seem that your words were almost whispered —
now combined with footsteps, faintly resonant,
now, for a moment, challenging the village clock for
the eminence of the moment.
I never liked this, your attempts with
counterpoint.
As day winds down,
strangers are the same, resigned to the
receding light, the ebb and
flow of hollow speech, the quiet peace
that spreads among the fields
without reflection.
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Noah Reibel
—What She Means
T_TE said, The problem is, most of the time I don't know what the hell
J. .ishe's talking about. When we have conversations, that is. And by exten
sion-what I'm talking about. I don't know what the hell I'm talking about.
Like the other night, she says, 'I like your feet. I like the way they fit you.
They work.'"
-"Has she mentioned them before?"
-"What?"
—"Your feet."
And then he said, No. Not that I can recall. And I mean, that's weird.
That's a weird thing to say, just out of the blue like that. And I think, what
does she mean? What are the implications of that statement? Does she mean
she finds my feet attractive? Does she mean she likes the way my feet reflect
my personality? Maybe it's a fetish thing, she likes feet in general. . . . And
that's just an example. I mean, everything she says is subject to a variety of
interpretations. But it doesn't seem particularly off the wall. It's not just
some obscure reference. And the way she says it-I don't know-it just
makes . . . you know-the context . . . it's implied."
— "What do you mean?"
-"I mean; it seems to flow naturally from the given circumstance."
—"Why? What were you doing at the time?"
—"Playing chess."
— "Does she ever talk about her father?"
-"No."
The couple go shopping at a neighborhood market. He assumes a con
genial air. He smiles and chats with the man behind the counter. He eyes
the Twinkies beneath the counter, but his thoughts turn to his slight
paunch. He and the man behind the counter have a laugh at the expense of
his slight paunch. He orders cold cuts and then moves to the back to pick up
milk and juice. He comes upon an old acquaintance in the soup aisle. They
exchange phone numbers, after which he thinks,"Isn't that odd. I haven't
seen Tom in so many years-and to run into him here, at my neighborhood
market, on my turf as it were-is he married?" He works his way towards
the counter, picking up what he needs on the way. He is tidy, dextrous,
cost-efficient, (particularly so in the lentils section). He raps his knuckles
expectantly on the counter while the man bags his goods. She dallies in the
pastry section.
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His Secretary, commenting on the couple in question.
—Obviously she's very attractive, physically, and he's handsome too I sup
pose—in an offbeat way. They just look so nice together it's hard not to be
jealous. Not in a spiteful way. Only, they're so warm to each other ... it
just makes you wish you had that thing. You know, that thing she has—the
thing that makes people respond to her the way they do. Well, for one
thing, she's drop-dead beautiful. She always looks so fresh, so well put
together. But never put on. Effortless. I mean ... I shower every morning
and then spend an hour doing my hair, my make-up, my clothes and
jewelry and my boyfriend still spanks me with a hard wire brush when I
come home.
Him—on Marlon Brando.
I was obsessed with Brando throughout my adolescence. Every guy is. It's
unavoidable. My obsession was extreme. I wanted to be him. When I looked
in the mirror it was disappointing—I wasn't him. For this reason I had all
the mirrors removed from my bedroom and bathroom. I didn't get a good
look at myself until I was twenty. As you can imagine, I was shocked to see
Her—on Marlon Brando.
I liked him in Apocalypse Now. Did you see that one? He was bald in that
movie. I liked that. I liked the shape of his head. That was nice.
Walking together: the street.
Occasionally people stop them and request her autograph. She's always
surprised that they recognize her. "I'm still so surprised that they recognize
me," she says. Often she receives a good number of cat calls/wolf whistles
and the like. Often she receives them from groups of boisterous, zit-faced,
male adolescents. Often they ignore this. Often he wants to pummel the shit
out of the pesky little bastards.
A prominent freelance photographer on her work.
1. "I've never worked with a more responsive model. She's the best at
what she does."
2. "I've worked with models who project a natural quality, but they were
never as confident about it as she is. She's got great instincts and she knows
it."
3. "She immediately establishes a relationship with the camera. She has
the ability to create a good shot. This is accomplished through the mani
pulation of space."
4. "It's incredible. It's incredible-the accuracy of the message she conveys,
and how quickly she can change it: shy, coy, sultry, sexy, arrogant. . . aban
doned. With her, attitudes are made of clay—they're malleable.
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5. 'This is innate. This is not something she has to work at."
6. "She loves to be looked at through the lens."
A conversation they had at the beginning of it, when they met.
Him—What interests you?
Her—I m very interested in Pavlov's dogs. You know, positive and negatiive
reinforcement-Behaviorist theory. I'm reading a book on it now. I like to
think about the way people's actions are shaped.
Him—What else do you like?
Her-T'ai-chi, for very much the same reasons.
Him—How do you mean?
Her—Gaining control of my own movement. That's all. Learning to choose
my own actions. Kind of a self-modification experiment.
Him—Oh. Anything else?
Her—The colors of your hair.
They decide to go for a picnic in the park, but it starts raining so he takes
her to a movie. It turns out to be an old propaganda movie made during the
war. After the film he says, I don t know why I like that movie so much?" "I
do," she says. What does she mean?
She begins sleeping with the prominent freelance photographer.
"One time her brother came to live with us. When she found out he was
coming she was overjoyed -really excited. She immediately started making
plans. I don't think I've ever seen her so energized. She talked about him
constantly. Apparently he was something of the outcast in the family-just
didn't fit in-that was the way she put it. He considered himself a sculptor,
worked with chicken wire or tin-foil . . . something like that. Never sold a
thing.
"And then he came. And I was really surprised; he turned out to be so
unlike her. He was very warm and friendly, rather shabbily dressed,
although I guess that's the artist thing. Not that she isn't warm and
friendly-but he was so . . . conventional and actually quite dull in a way. I
rather grew to like him, I suppose. And it wasn't so much that I liked him,
it's just-I liked having something dependable around, someone whose
responses were so routine that they were dependable.
"Then I began to notice that he was looking in on us when we slept. The
door would open just a crack. It was creepy. At all hours of the night like
that. At first I thought I was seeing things. But it became so obvious, I could
see him standing there. Sometimes he'd watch for a minute or so, some
times more than an hour-three or four times a night. When we made love.
I was particularly aware of being watched when we made love. So I said to
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her one night, Doesn't it bother you, the way your brother watches us?',
and she says 'No, I think it's exciting.' And I asked her, 'What do you think
he wants?' 'I know what he wants,' she said, 'Jimmy wants to sleep with us. I
mean, who wouldn't?'"
She is obsessed with Manet-by the man himself as well as his an. She
keeps a biography of the painter by her bed. He notices that she often gocs
back, rereading large portions of the book. She has nine Manet reproduc
tions all told. They are all beautifully framed and hung throughout the
apartment. She thinks he is a paradox. She stares at the reproduction of
Olympia. She says, "He is a paradox." She is fascinated by the harsh light he
casts on his subjects, the texture of their skin, their clothes. She says, "I want
to be painted in a grueling light." She thinks; I could have been a masterpiece.
They like it when she walks. "Some guys have all the luck," says one
boisterous, zit-faced, male adolescent to another.
Things he writes with (when he writes):
1) a pen
2) a note pad
3) a can of beer
4) his 7th grade grammar book
Things I write with:
1) a ballpoint pen
2) a pad of college ruled, three-ringed, notebook paper
4) one hand
3) a pack of cigarettes
2) bad breath
1) the thought of another, who
Things she writes with:
1) a pen
2) a sheet of stationary paper
3) her heart
4) a vial of perfume
A Fragment of a letter she wrote to the prominent freelance photog
rapher
-Have you seen the work of this new artist, Jordan T
? I think
that's his name. It is very impressive. I have the sense he was inspired
primarily by Manet. Which reminds me-1 think for the next shoot I'd like
to be naked. That is, nude. That is, me, minus the clothes. I also think we
should work with fruit.

NOAH REIBEL
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He drives his bright shiny red car down the Mulholland toward the big city.
He passes a billboard advertisement hovering above a mass of steel. She's
pressed onto an aquamarine sky, topless; two coconuts are positioned in
front of her breasts. He becomes so aroused that he pulls over to the side of
the road to relieve himself.
She —How can you do what you do for a living?
He —I like what I do. I think I help people. They feel better.
She —You change people. You rearrange their faces.
He—Of course I do —I'm a plastic surgeon.
She—You make people different.
He —People pay to be different. There's no shame to it.
They go to a party, an opening of a prominent freelance photographer's
exhibit. He is surprised by the vast numbers of people she knows by name.
Where does she meet these people, he thinks. "Where do you meet these
people?" he asks. "It's my business."
He sits in the corner of the gallery, 1. alone, 2. gloomy, 3. rejected, 4.
stifled, 5. hungry, 6. alienated, 7. aloof, 8. repressed, 9. full of bile and
resentment, 10. sour, 11. dark.
The photographer's hand lingers on her buttocks.
••Two black dots. If observed from the top of the Empire State Building
the couple in question are barely discernible.
Her on her father.
"We lived in the Keys. Like most men in the Keys he was fond of guns
and fishing and liquor and women, most of whom, apparently, were not my
mother."
"Sometimes he wouldn't leave his bed for months on end. He would hide
beneath the covers. During these periods, Mother had to force-feed him."
"I did not know my father was such a well known writer until I was
assigned one of his books in high school. Although, come to think of it,
there were always people trespassing on our land. Father used to try and
shoot them from the breakfast table."
"In fact, I don't recall much about him. He was quite heavy, I think. I re
member his bushy grey beard. I remember he constantly smelled of drink. I
remember he liked to pass out in a chair in my room and I would stay up all
night watching him sleep."
"I'll never forget Father's last words to me, 'Don't kiss the ass of my shrine
and never forget what it means —being a woman.' It's odd, I was only nine
when he died."
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A picture of her in a red sequined dress, holding a vacuum
cleaner—holding a watermelon slice.
He thinks, what does she mean.
— "She never talks about her father?"
-"No."
— 'That's odd. I suppose . . ."
—"You suppose what?"
—"I suppose she means she likes your feet. Maybe that's all she means. Why
can't she just mean that?"
—"Because," he said, "she just can't."
money, money, money, money, money, money, money, money, money,
money, money, money—they have so much they don't know what to do
with it all.
A blurb about her in a women's magazine.
"She is the most exciting model of her decade. Her look-a mixture of
style, innocence, and sex-appeal has brought a much needed breath of fresh
air into the fashion world. She is the darling of the most famous photo
graphers of the day."
She will be old one day. "One day," she says, "I will be old."
—Are you sleeping with that prominent freelance photographer?
-No.
—If you are, you can tell me. It wouldn't matter.
— It wouldn't?
-No.
— Really?
— Really.
—That surprises me. You surprise me.
-You're sleeping with that prominent freelance photographer?
-Yes.
A boisterous, zit-faced, male adolescent; upon seeing her walk down
the street.
"Wow —I'd like to get a piece of that."
Her; as quoted by a women's magazine.
" 'A woman is as beautiful as she feels. I mean, a woman may not be
physically attractive, but her sense of grace and style can make her appear
beautiful. Grace and style are products of self-esteem; a woman who is
aware of her own self-worth is capable of just about anything.

NOAH REIBEL
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. In our society, we place far too much emphasis on physical attrac
tiveness and not enough on beauty. They are different. They are separate
entities entirely. I know I am physically attractive but I am a lot less confi
dent about my beauty. The New York public transportation system--it's
not physically attractive, but if you ever go down to the subway at Two,
Three in the morning, when it's empty, you will know that it is
beautiful —in a haunting way.' "
A woman in a laundromat in Reno, Nevada, reads the above quote and
thinks, 'What does she mean?'
Later she had a child by him, but she claimed it was the photographer's.
He never knew he was the real father and neither did the child, who grew
up to be a narc cowboy. Eventually, the kid was blown away in a drug bust
outside of Austin.
A conversation they'd once had upon his realizing the house was on
fire.
—The house is on fire.
— I know.
—You know?
-Yes, I do.
— How do you know?
— I know because I started it.
—You started it?
-Yes.
—Why? Why did you start it?
—I've been meaning to tell you; when you're not around, I play with the
stove.
At four in the morning she ran uptown on Madison until she reached
89th street and then she stopped. She couldn't run any farther. She ran
more than forty blocks uptown, and now she stopped. The rain had soaked
her through. It started to come down much harder around 65th street. By
the eighties the downfall was torrential, turning most of Madison into a
canal. A rushing puddle of rainwater. She tore off her dress around 79th
street, it was sticking to her and getting in the way. Now she stood beneath
an awning on 89th street, drenched, half-naked and laughing at the hilarity
of circumstance. After the first few blocks, she never passed a soul. It was a
joy.

She fell asleep at father's, she woke up there also.
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Fred Richardson
Coming Back: The Mid-Ohio Country
"I did not know what was happening
in my heart. "—ROBERT PENN WARREN

Driving through the mid-Ohio country
as the afternoon swells to a close,
swells with the gold of hay,
stretches out on a long dusty road,
I should be tuned to the quiet
things she says,
the path of the road and
what those quiet things say,
but I hear music and the air
is strong in my ears, and the sound means
the feeling that I love most,
coming and going from this country
in the late afternoon, the gold on
the grass, how I start to
hear myself breathe.
When I watch the sunset
blaze through the haze into the trees,
looking west over fields,
woman, road, home, fail to be as real;
I slip inside brief moments like these,
and it is the only time I exist
in one thing.
Could she understand —
forgive that sin?
when I reach for her and
67
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half of me
is scattering to all sides,
why in precious moments my mind
moves to abstraction
and I do not know what is happening
in my heart.
•

*

*

In the recent past
I lived in a strange family.
I remember the terrible things they said to my sister,
how she acted like the most unhappy nun.
And one night in front of many people,
he called her one word, pain-in-the-ass,
slow and deliberate, served it with
an escargot fork.
There were many other things,
words I'm glad I didn't understand,
tears I ignored: I could have thought of times
I served that same role, but instead it was
a moment of my voice asking the mute body
who are these people?
It was such a temporary thing.
I only found out in part
and I usually didn't want to know;
why she cried.
* * *
It was two years ago
and my body had been washed over in a flood,
woman, friend, family, woman,
and this was the best thing I've done:
walked off the road, walked through the grass,
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deep into a field, saw a pheasant and chased
after it; everything was sunlight and corn,
the tunnel of stalks flew by as I tore down the row,
upright rushing past me, stretching out below me,
lines and leaves of brown, green and gold.
When I stopped
my shoes were brown,
my socks were brown,
and I looked at the finger roots
of the stalks and wondered at how
some things take hold.

* * *
Walking through a new field,
all that matters is the memory of the old one,
looking for another bird,
thinking to remember how I feel when I go back to you,
listening the way I should listen to her,
and quietly say,
I'm sorry to bore you with the simple fact,
but I don't know what else life is about:
today I walked through a field and
the corn was ten feet high.

Guy Tino
the missing anne
i lie on my back
in a room where the sunlight glints off
the tiny impartial spider strands —
thin lines of brilliant sliding filament,
feeling a set of small fingernails
lightly brushing my arm,
i open my eyes and roll over —
but no one is there.
as you arch yourself
over the back of the chair,
and wring your hands,
and force your lungs to take on
another unfiltered cigarette,
you say life is like an ocean:
each gentle rise and fall of the waves
is a ripple in conscience,
an up and down in situation —
and you plan to wait for that one wave
to take you
and push you
till you come to rest
lying in a tidal pool in Paradise,
listening to the barnacles
on the hull of my boat
complain about the sudden emptiness
of the sea.
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Campus Sohio
Hours: 8-8

Monday - Saturday

472-3310
Featuring Atlas Products
Ice
Cigarettes
Pop
We Accept Mastercard, Visa, Sohio, Discover

<The

Pirates' Cove
100 Brooklyn Avenue, Gambier, Ohio
427-2152
PBX 5604
"But swift as dreams, myself I
found within the Pirates' Cove."
Samuel Taylor Coleridge

THE SHOPPES
8:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

vrnM
5298
5299
•

Our hand-tossed dough is the best in town!
You can taste the difference!
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